
 

WZH-200E High speed Cartoner 
 

 
 
Haichina Machinery Co.,Ltd is one of the best WZH-200E high speed cartoner manufacturers 
and suppliers in China, equipped with productive factory, welcome to buy discount and high-
quality multifunction high speed cartoner, continuous cartoner, automatic cartoning machine, 
cartoning machine china supplier, pharmaceutical cartoning machine manufacture, high speed 
cartonater machine products from us and check the price with us. 
 
A cartoner or cartoning machine, is a packaging machine that forms cartons: erect, close, folded, 
side seamed and sealed cartons. 
 
WZH-200E cartoning machine  is an intermittent motion cartoner, which picks a single piece from 
stack of folded carton and erects it, fills with a product or bag of products or number of products 
horizontally through an open end and closes by tucking the end flaps of the carton or applying 
glue or adhesive. The product might be pushed in the carton either through the mechanical 
sleeve or by pressurized air. For many applications however, the products are inserted into the 
carton manually. This type of Cartoning machine is widely used for packaging foodstuffs, 
confectionery, medicine, cosmetics, sundry goods, etc. 
 
WZH-200E cartoner machine is equipped with a series of sensors and automatic protective 
devices to assure the machine runs safely and effectively 
It can connect with Blister Machine, Pillow Pack Machine, Overwrapping machine etc., to form a 
Production Packaging Line. 
 
Main features of Cartoner 
 
PLC automatic control, frequency step less speed regulation, widely adjustment range, lower 
transmission moise. 
Main parts adopt domestic and international famous brand to ensure the operation smoothly. 
The main parts adopt the stainless steel which meets the GMP standard. 



 
Main technical parameter of cartoner: 
 

Model WZH-200E 

Production capacity 100-260box/min 

Max.size of box(L*W*H) 200*85*70mm 

Min.size of box(L*W*H) 65*25*15mm 

Specification of box 250-350g/m2 

Max.size of leaflet(L*W) 220*180mm 

Min.size of leaflet(L*W) 100*100mm 

Specification of leaflet 60-70g/m2 

Total power 380V 50HZ 2.2Kw 

Overrall Dimension(L*W*H) 4450*1460*1700mm 

Weight 2500kg 

 


